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Introduction

Public Blockchain Technologies

A blockchain is a digitally distributed, decentralized, public ledger
that exists across a network.

Decentralization through validators, which process orders in batches

Users submit blockchain fees to prioritize their orders.

Orders pending in the mempools are visible to all.
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Introduction

Decentralized Finance

Second-generation blockchains support decentralized finance (DeFi)

DeFi is a set of of disintermediated financial services

Utilizes open-source smart contracts

Provide lending, swapping, and insurance services without any
centralized financial intermediary

DeFi is widely believed to be one of the killer applications for
blockchain technologies
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Introduction

DeFi Ecosystem
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Introduction

Key Characteristics of DeFi

Transparency:

Information on settled and pending transactions is publicly available

DeFi protocols are hard-coded, open-sourced algorithms:

No ambiguity in the contract

Settlement of transactions enforced by the smart contract.

Decentralization:

Architecture: distributed ledger

Governance: distributed community of token holders
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The Pros and Cons of Transparency

Transparency of Confirmed Transactions
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The Pros and Cons of Transparency

Transparency of Pending Transactions
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The Pros and Cons of Transparency

Transparency of Smart Contracts

DeFi protocols are hard-coded, open-sourced algorithms:
There is no ambiguity in the contract
Settlement of transactions enforced by the smart contract.
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The Pros and Cons of Transparency

Data Analytics

Does transparency provide actionable information?

What is the expected yield of different liquidity pools?

Data Analytics: Can we rate different DeFi pools or tokens, like we did
for bonds or equity?

What is the risk of providing liquidity, or executing borrowing and
lending transactions?

Capponi and Jia (2021) show that liquidity providers can be exploited
by arbitrageurs under the current design of decentralized exchanges.

On-chain data analytics and frameworks are needed!
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The Pros and Cons of Transparency

Unintended Consequences of Transparency
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The Pros and Cons of Transparency

Mitigation of Frontrunning Risk

Transparency may lead to frontrunning attacks of DeFi transactions

Privacy preserving channels (Flashbots, Eden Network) can mitigate
these risks

Directly route users’ transactions to validators without broadcasting

Pending transactions are no longer public and thus cannot be frontrun
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The Pros and Cons of Transparency

Will Private Channels be Adopted?

Capponi, Jia, and Wang (2022) develop a dynamic game theoretical
model and show that

If the frontrunning problem is severe, there exists a unique equilibrium
where all validators adopt the private pool

if the frontrunning problem is not too severe, some validators do not
adopt the private pool to preserve miner extractable value

Privacy preserving pools do not provide enough incentives to solve the
frontrunning problem.

Perhaps the solution is at the consensus protocol level? Zero
knowledge proof?
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Governance Risk

DeFi Governance

Governance proposals:

Change of protocols (e.g. interest rate and collateral requirement for
lending)

Allocation of funds, new features or interface, and change of
governance system

Anyone who holds enough governance tokens can submit and vote for
governance proposals.
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Governance Risk

Potential of Governance Tokens

Transparency and Efficiency:

Avoid empty-voting or over-voting problems of traditional proxy-vote
systems

Implement alternative governance structures:

Square root voting

Voting power as a function of holding time

Develop multiple classes of tokens (similar to class A and B shares)
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Governance Risk

Risk of Centralization

Few accounts (early investors, developers, big wales) hold most of the
tokens

Development team typically has control of the interface, Treasury,
and development of new protocols
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Governance Risk

Risk of Manipulation and Embezzlement.

Tradable governance token + pseudoanymous + immutable =
the best place for manipulation and embezzlement!

Manipulators can secretly acquire governance tokens for attacks.

Attacker controlled True Seigniorage Dollar (TSD) and rewarded
himself with 11.8b worth of TSD in 2021.
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Governance Risk

Thank you!
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